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UNIT 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

1.4. Spread spectrum 
 

• Problem of radio transmission: frequency dependent fading can wipe out 

narrow band signals for duration of the interference 

• Solution: spread the narrow band signal into a broad band signal using 

a special code 

• protection against narrow band interference 

• Figure shows i) shows an idealized narrowband signal from a sender of user 

data (here power density dP/df versus frequency f). 

The sender now spreads the signal in step ii), i.e., converts the narrowband signal 

into a broadband signal. The energy needed to transmit the signal (the area shown 

in the diagram) is the same, but it is now spread over a larger frequency range. The 

power level of the spread signal can be much lower than that of the original 

narrowband signal without losing data.  

During transmission, narrowband and broadband interference add to the signal The 

sum of interference and user signal is received. The receiver now knows how to 

despread the signal, converting the spread user signal into a narrowband signal 

again, while spreading the narrowband interference and leaving the broadband 

interference. 

In step v) the receiver applies a bandpass filter to cut off frequencies left and right 

of the narrowband signal. Finally, the receiver can reconstruct the original data 

because the power level of the user signal is high enough, i.e., the signal is much 

stronger than the remaining interference. 
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Drawbacks: 

(i) Increased complexity of receivers that have to despread a signal. 

(ii) Large frequency band that is needed due to the spreading of the signal. 

 

Although spread signals appear more like noise, they still raise the background noise 

level and may interfere with other transmissions if no special precautions are taken. 

• Spreading the spectrum can be achieved in two different ways as shown in 

the following two sections 

 

1. Direct sequence spread spectrum 

2. Frequency hopping spread spectrum 

 

 

Direct sequence spread spectrum: 

Direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) systems take a user bit stream 

and perform an (XOR) with a so-called chipping sequence as shown in below 

figure. 

The example shows that the result is either the sequence 0110101 (if the user 

bit equals 0) or its complement 1001010 (if the user bit equals 1). While each user 

bit has a duration tb, the chipping sequence consists of smaller pulses, called chips, 

with a duration tc. 

If the chipping sequence is generated properly it appears as random noise: 
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this sequence is also sometimes called pseudo-noise sequence. 

The spreading factor s = tb/tc determines the bandwidth of the resulting signal. If the original 

signal needs a bandwidth w, the resulting signal needs s·w after spreading 

 

 

DSSS need additional components as shown in the simplified block diagrams in 

below figure 

The first step in a DSSS transmitter, the spreading of the user data with the 

chipping sequence (digital modulation). 

Assuming for example a user signal with a bandwidth of 1 MHz. Spreading with 

the above 11-chip Barker code would result in a signal with 11 MHz 

bandwidth. The radio carrier then shifts this signal to the carrier frequency (e.g., 2.4 

GHz in the ISM band). 

This signal is then transmitted as  
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 The DSSS receiver is more complex than the transmitter. The 

receiver only has to perform the inverse functions of the two transmitter modulation 

steps. However, noise and multi-path propagation require additional mechanisms to 

reconstruct the original data. 

The first step in the receiver involves demodulating the received signal. 

This is achieved using the same carrier as the transmitter reversing the modulation 

and results in a signal with approximately the same bandwidth as the original spread 

spectrum signal. Additional filtering can be applied to generate this signal. 

If transmitter and receiver are perfectly synchronized and the signal is not 

too distorted by noise or multi-path propagation, DSSS works perfectly well 

according to the simple scheme shown. Sending the user data 01 and applying the 

11-chip Barker code 10110111000 results in the spread ‘signal’ 

1011011100001001000111. On the receiver side, this ‘signal’ is XORed bit-wise 

after demodulation with the same Barker code as chipping sequence. This results in 

the sum of products equal to 0 for the first bit and to 11 for the second bit. The 

decision unit can now map the first sum (=0) to a binary 0, the second sum (=11) to 

a binary 1 – this constitutes the original user data. 
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Frequency hopping spread spectrum: 
 

For frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) systems, the total 

available bandwidth is split into many channels of smaller bandwidth plus 

guard spaces between the channels. 

Transmitter and receiver stay on one of these channels for a certain time and then 

hop to another channel. This system implements FDM and TDM. 

The pattern of channel usage is called the hopping sequence, the time spend 

on a channel with a certain frequency is called the dwell time. FHSS comes in two 

variants, slow and fast hopping 

 

 

 

 

In slow hopping, the transmitter uses one frequency for several bit periods. 

Above figure shows five user bits with a bit period tb. Performing slow hopping, 

the transmitter uses the frequency f2 for transmitting the first three bits during the 

dwell time td. Then, the transmitter hops to the next frequency f3. Slow hopping 

systems are typically cheaper and have relaxed tolerances, but they are not as immune 

to narrowband interference as fast hopping systems. 

For fast hopping systems, the transmitter changes the frequency several 
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times during the transmission of a single bit. In the above figure, the transmitter 

hops three times during a bit period. Fast hopping systems are more complex to 

implement because the transmitter and receiver have to stay synchronized within 

smaller tolerances to perform hopping at more or less the same points in time. 

However, these systems are much better at overcoming the effects of narrowband 

interference and frequency selective fading as they only stick to one frequency for 

a very short time. 

The below Figures show simplified block diagrams of FHSS transmitters 

and receivers respectively. 

The first step in an FHSS transmitter is the modulation of user data 

according to one of the digital-to analog modulation schemes, e.g., FSK or 

BPSK. This results in a narrowband signal, if FSK is used with a frequency f0 for 

a binary 0 and f1 for a binary 

 

 

1. In the next step, frequency hopping is performed, based on a hopping sequence. 

The hopping sequence is fed into a frequency synthesizer generating the 

carrier frequencies fi. 

A second modulation uses the modulated narrowband signal and the carrier 
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frequency to generate a new spread signal with frequency of fi+f0 for a 0 and fi+f1 

for a 1 respectively. If different FHSS transmitters use hopping sequences that never 

overlap, i.e., if two transmitters never use the same frequency fi at the same time, 

then these two transmissions do not interfere. 

This requires the coordination of all transmitters and their hopping 

sequences. As for DSSS systems, pseudo-random hopping sequences can also be 

used without coordination. 

The receiver of an FHSS system has to know the hopping sequence and must stay 

synchronized. It then performs the inverse operations of the modulation to reconstruct user data. 

Several filters are also needed . 

Compared to DSSS, spreading is simpler using FHSS systems. FHSS systems only 

use a portion of the total band at any time, while DSSS systems always use the total 

bandwidth available. DSSS systems on the other hand are more resistant to fading 

and multi-path effects. DSSS signals are much harder to detect – without knowing 

the spreading code, detection is virtually impossible. If each sender has its own 

pseudo-random number sequence for spreading the signal (DSSS or FHSS), the 

system implements CDM. 

 

 

 

 

 


